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A while ago, I found myself using the word liminal when describing the practices and
perspectives of the Evolutionary Collective. Given the emergent nature of this work, it often
happens that the living logos of this consciousness chooses words and images that I come to
understand more fully after they are spoken and worked with. The consciousness of the new
paradigm is an expression of the power of the ‘space between’ or the liminal.
The concept of liminality was first developed in the early 20th century by anthropologist Arnold
van Gennep and then later expanded upon by Victor Turner. It comes from the Latin word limen,
which means ‘a threshold’. It is used to describe the transition phase in a ritual – the ambiguous
and disorienting space that occurs when our sense of identity before the ritual is no more and the
new sense of self hasn’t arisen. We stand at the ‘threshold’ between our previous reality and
way of structuring our experience and the new reality we are moving into.
You may have heard the word used in Tibetan Buddhism for the bardo state – the “transitional
state” or “in-between state” or “liminal state”. Used loosely, the term “bardo” refers to the
intermediate state of existence between lives on earth. The liminal space lies between the known
and the unknown – the space is a transitional space of heightened intensity. When we are in the
midst of true creativity we are in a liminal space.
If you feel into your sense of the ‘liminal’ right now – the subtle space between any sense of
identity you’ll find there is something there that is neither and both and more. There is a
dimensionalization of consciousness that allows us to exist in a kind of quantum reality where
both ‘the particle and the wave’ co-exist. The practice of mutual awakening allows people to
focus on this liminal space. Some people think it’s a simple practice that allows two people to be
in the present moment with one another and go into a deeper space of relationship. Of course,
that happens but there is a much deeper invitation to develop, over time, a capacity to reside in
this liminal consciousness. I feel this is the consciousness we are being invited to move into as a
species.
In the current paradigm our self-reflective consciousness gives rise to linear thinking, deep
interiority, rationality, witnessing, mindfulness and the awareness of choice. The consciousness
of the new paradigm arises in the space between – it’s both the wave and the particle
simultaneously – it’s the sense of unity that includes a clear experience of individuation that
doesn’t depend on being fixed in any way. It doesn’t depend on groundedness and embodiment.
It effortlessly includes those elements but the locus of consciousness is elsewhere. In extreme
sports, athletes sometimes defy the laws of time and space – they move into what I am calling
the liminal, a powerful flow state where new potentials are possible. They become the whole,
while functioning individually from a place of pure spontaneity and choicelessness and a portal
opens that allows for the impossible to occur.
As we learn to release our identification with being fixed entities (the particle) and allow
ourselves to exist in a kind of multidimensional freedom we may discover openings that allow us
to ‘pop-through’ into new worlds, with new solutions. Could it be that that is the new paradigm?
A consciousness that allows for new realities to display themselves without the painful linear
struggle as a fixed identity in a fixed reality with laws of cause and effect? Our normal sense of
identity (egoic structure) is more or less fixed – in the current paradigm we work to heal that
sense of identity, we learn to ground ourselves deeply within and heal and grow. Maybe in the
new paradigm – we discover that the origination point of Being is always there – so unique and
so profound is our experience of being ‘home’ that we no longer need to be so solid and fixed.
New paradigms really are ‘new’ paradigms.

Wormholes are bridges through space-time that
create a shortcut from one reality to another. The
consciousness we are exploring in the
Evolutionary Collective is liminal in nature – a
consciousness that is wormhole friendly. The
‘space-between’ is a 24/7 consciousness that we
are living in and giving to that is dissolving the
need for a solid sense of self. As we practice
together, our unique point of existence (the
point) is alive, vibrant and scintillatingly awake
and the ‘wave’ or flow of existence
simultaneously arises. Liminality, the space
between, the both/and, spontaneity and multidimensionality are all characteristics of the
consciousness.
One of the definitions of liminal is ‘barely perceptible’ and of or relating to a sensory threshold.
The subtle and causal dimensions are invisible. We need to develop soft eyes and highly
sensitized inner senses to remain available to occupy this liminal world and develop a tolerance
for being more invisible. It’s a place where more people will not be able to see or understand
you and the results that are occurring around you. A liminal persona is a different category of
existence. The more power you are able to access in this dimension, the more invisible and the
more effective you become. It helps to remember that as human beings, we can never see
beyond our own level of development. So even though the consciousness and the power of it
may not be recognized easily – those who are sharing the space of this consciousness of
awakened mutuality have the joy of discovering what its potentials are together.
The dissolution of order during liminality creates a fluid, malleable situation that enables new
forms to arise. We speak of emergence – but it’s usually inside the unexamined current
perspective of thinking emergence is an action that happens between solid realities – rather than
an ongoingness – a quality of consciousness that exists ‘as emergence’.
This is a note from one of the Evolutionary Collective Core members in New York that gives a
sense of the liminal:
Patricia,
I don’t know what it is about this work you’ve created that is allowing for this delicious and
fascinating flow. This “I” experiences a broader arch of “we” brought into focus as this singular
“I” and then traipses out in curiosity and delight again to collect more of the “we” among the
local fields in which it plays.
There seems a felt, but unlanguaged, commitment underlying the interplay, which appears to be
sourcing it and that is quite perfect. I no longer need to “know” its/our intent as I trust the we/I.
The farther afield the “I” goes the more difficult it may be to describe but there is more of a
sense of being “at home”. I am welcomed by the “we” and “they” quite happily merge into
one……dancing into a multitude of musical collections, each with its own distinct loveliness.
I’m loving it.
Justin

